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Abstract 

 

 Gide alludes to many other novels in his highly intertextual 1925 novel The 

Counterfeiters andovertly refers to Balzac's Old Man Goriot and Stendhal's The Red and 

the Black. In this thesis, I juxtapose Stendhal's and Balzac's novels with Gide's to 

illuminate three prominent figures in The Counterfeiters: the Bildungsromanprotagonist 

Bernard, the novelist character Edouard, and the narrator. My first chapter contrasts 

Bernard with two other Bildungsromanprotagonists: Stendhal's Julien and Balzac's 

Rastignac. This contrast reveals how Bernard appears to conform to the traditional 

Bildungsroman, yet ultimately breaks the mold of the genre. My second chapter discusses 

Edouard’s failure as novelist, contrasting his writing methods with those of Stendhal and 

Balzac, and discusses Gide’s recuperation of Edouard’s writings for his own novel. My 

last chapter characterizes The Counterfeiters' narrator through contrast with the narrators 

of Stendhal's and Balzac's novels. Using Roland Barthes's concept of readerly and 

writerly texts, I argue that Gide's narrator places the reader and author on the same level 

of authority, while Stendhal's and Balzac's narratorsplace their reader on a level below 
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the author. Through my intertextual examination of Gide's experimental novel, I reveal 

The Counterfeiters to be a novel about how novels function. 

 

 

 

 

Professor Jocelyn Van Tuyl
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Introduction 

 

 In this thesis, I will study André Gide’s experiment with literary form in his 1925 

novel The Counterfeiters. Gide plays not only with archetypal characters and narratives, 

but also with narrators and the act of narration in regards to reader expectations. We as 

readers have expectations that stem from our experience with literature and our 

knowledge of literary conventions. Gide builds upon his readers’ expectations by 

invoking literary heritage through intertextual allusions, but frustrates these expectations, 

leading the reader to unfamiliar and ambiguous plot points. Consequently, The 

Counterfeiters is a self-aware novel; it points to literary traditions through characters 

commenting on their own situation and through untraditional narration. Moreover, I will 

illuminate my analysis of The Counterfeitersby reading it against the conventional plots 

and narrative techniques of Stendhal's 1831 novel The Red and the Blackand Honoré de 

Balzac's 1835 novel Old Man Goriot.These two novels are among many literary works 

referenced by Gide, but they stand out from the others because of the context in which 

they are referenced. 

 The Counterfeiters is Gide’s only novel – he classified his other works as either 

asotie (a short satirical, critical work) or       (a short, highly focused narrative about one 

character). The Counterfeiters is a combination of a sotieand a        At its core, The 

Counterfeiters theorizes aboutnovels while importing numerous types of texts. For 

example, fictional journal entries, letters to characters, third-person narration, and 

numerous literary allusions construct the narrative. At the same time, there are also 

references to real authors, real journals, and real events taken from news clippings. The 
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novel, therefore, can be seen as a bricolage, a work that is made from various materials. 

In the case of The Counterfeiters, the conglomeration of literary forms lends itself to 

these various materials.  

 While Gide wrote The Counterfeiters, he kept The Journal of The 

Counterfeitersrecording his ideas for the novel and his experiences during the writing 

process.Edouard, one of the main characters, is an author in the process of writing a novel 

called The Counterfeiters, which has an author as the main character. Furthermore, 

Edouard also keeps a journal where he records his experiences and his ideas about his 

novel. Gide effectively uses Edouard to establish a mise en abyme – a work that replicates 

itself or its structures within itself, such as a picture within a picture or a play within a 

play – that proclaims that The Counterfeitersis interested in novels and literariness. 

 The Bildungsroman genre, which Gide plays on, is a coming-of-age story where a 

young protagonist matures while finding his/her place in society.Bernard Profitendieu is 

the young protagonist of The Coun e fe  e ’s Bildungsroman narrative, andin Bernard's 

narrative, Gide explores what a Bildungsromanprotagonist achieves. The novel begins in 

Paris when Bernard discovershe is a bastard. This event propels Bernard on his adventure 

with the novelist character Edouard. On this adventure, Edouard plans to help his old 

friend Laura, who is pregnant with an illegitimate son, by taking her and Bernard to the 

Swiss Alps. Laura’s plot and the schoolboy Boris, who was born illegitimately, reiterate 

the theme of the bastard. This stay in the Alps composes the second part of the novel, and 

during their stay at the mountain resort, Edouard discusses the plan for his novel and the 

theories behind it. This discussion leads to a discourse about the nature of counterfeiting. 

In the third section, Edouard, Bernard, and Laura return to Paris where many of the 
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characters are thrown into emotional turmoil; Bernard, in particular, searches for his new 

place as a matured young adult. Edouard confronts Georges, a member of the 

counterfeiting racket, warning him to stop his illegal activities. This racket and Boris’ 

suicide, which follows Edouard's confrontation with Georges, are plot points based on 

two separate faits divers (news briefs). Boris' suicide signals that the narrative is 

beginning to end, but it is one of Edouard's journal entries that ends the novel; the 

narrator’s voice disappears, bringing up questions about narration in The Counterfeiters. 

The narrative lacks closure and leaves most events unresolved, unlike the marked 

resolutions of the other two nineteenth-century realist novels referenced, Old Man Goriot 

and The Red and the Black. 

Stendhal's The Red and the Black, published in 1831, is one of the foremost realist 

novels of the century. The novel is a Bildungsroman,following Julien, a young man of 

seventeen, who lives in the small town of  erri res.  e struggles whether to gain power 

by joining the clergy or by achieving his ambitions as a military hero, like Napoleon 

Bonaparte. Through Julien's story, the narrator explores the conditions of Verrières, 

revealing the corruption of the bourgeoisie in rural  rance. Julien tutors the children of 

Monsieur de R nal. In this position, he begins a love affair with Madame de R nal, 

causing him to leave  erri res. When he starts working for a Marquis, the setting 

changes to Paris, and the narrator explores the salons, excess, ennui,and culture of 1830's 

Parisian society. Julien's tale ends tragically; after achieving his dream of becoming a 

lieutenant, he is executed for shooting Madame de Rênal. 

 The Counterfeiters also refers to Honoré de Balzac's Bildungsroman Old Man 

Goriot. This novel is part of Balzac's famous project La ComédieHumaine, a multi-
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volume, encyclopedic novel. Balzac wanted to capture a facet of human life in each 

volume of his project. He observed and wrote about all social classes and every type of 

living situation in every area of France. Nevertheless, he was unable to finish La Comédie 

Humaine. Old Man Goriot, published in 1835, introduces the character Eugéne de 

Rastignac in Balzac's magnum opus. The novel follows Rastignac's entry into and 

experiences in high Parisian society. Furthermore, the people Eugéneencounters and their 

unique characteristics are central to the novel. They come from diverse backgrounds, 

from the rundown boarding house to high society. In this light, Rastignac calls on his 

cousin Madame de Beauséant for help, as her relationship with aPortuguese nobleman is 

about to end. She helps Rastignac climb the social ladder, giving him the tools and skills 

needed to survive in Parisian society. Madame de Beauséant s tragedy -- the surprising 

and humiliating end of her love affair with the nobleman -- signals the end of Rastignac's 

Bildungsroman: his journey of befriending Old Man Goriot, achieving social mobility, 

and attempting to help Goriot reclaim the love of his two daughters. 

 In the first chapter of my thesis, I will analyze Bernard as Bildungsromanhero. I 

will begin by looking at how expectations for Bernard’s narrative are frustrated and how 

the novel gives value the role of reading. Most of this chapter will be spent analyzing 

Bernard's Bildungsromanagainst those of Rastignac in Old Man Goriot and Julien in The 

Red and the Black. Bernard's narrative resembles Rastignac's and Julien's narratives, but 

studying his lack of action and what propels his narrative, we can see that Gide is 

subverting the Bildungsromanas a genre. I will end my chapter with a discussion on how 

Bernard does not fit the mold of Bildungsromanprotagonist very well, but embodies one 

through the frustration of conventions. 
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 In my second chapter, my analysis will turn to Edouard. I will explore how he 

creates expectations for his novel and his role as novelist by referencing a passage from 

The Red and the Black. Likewise, his reference to a phrase in Balzac's La Comédie 

Humaine gives evidence for an analysis of Edouard's theories on the novel. By 

contrasting Edouard's mode of writing against the modes of Stendhal and Balzac, the fact 

that Edouard will never write his novel becomes clear. Furthermore, by contrasting 

Edouardwith his own author Gide, Edouard's successes as an author are revealed to the 

reader, but remain unknown to Edouard. I will end my chapter by looking at Edouard's 

relationship with writing and his successes and failures as a novelist. 

 In my third chapter, I will be comparing the narrators of the three novels I have 

discussed. In doing so, I will explore their intrusive characteristics, their knowledge, their 

limitations, and how they all point to the reader. These similar themes place The 

Counterfeiters on the same literary continuum as The Red and the Blackand Old Man 

Goriot; however, these similarities also demonstrate how Gide is constructing an 

untraditional narrative for his novel. Part of my analysis will use Roland Barthes' lens of 

“readerly” and “writerly” texts to examine how the texts operate overall, paying attention 

to passages that distinguish the novels from each other. 

My conclusion will express how Gide is as interested in the reader of his novel as 

he is in playing with literariness. By the end, the reader should be able to conceive many 

connections between The Counterfeiters and other novels, seeing that Gide takes from 

many sources. 
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Chapter One:  

Bernard’s Bildungsroman, Subverting the Genre 

 

In this chapter, I will examine how Gide experiments with literature, looking 

closely at Bernard's development as a Bildungsromanhero throughout The Counterfeiters. 

A Bildungsromanis “a novel of all-around self-development,” that followsa naïve 

protagonist whose narrative leads to maturity and an “assessment by the protagonist of 

himself and his new place in... society” ( ared 1). One of Bernard s first experiences in 

the novel is a “form of loss or discontent [that] jar[s]” him “away from the home or 

family setting” ( ared 1). This departure from the home instantly places him in the role 

of Bildungsromanprotagonist. However, while there are many other points in the novel 

where his role is made obvious, Gide uses conventions to open many avenues in his 

novel. 

  Early in The Counterfeiters, Bernard collects Edouard's suitcase from a cloak-

room and reads Edouard's journal. The journal propels Bernard into a new direction and 

an adventurewith Edouard by making him aware of Laura’s plight. When he triumphantly 

obtains the suitcase, he says “Maintenant, valise, à nous deux [Now suit-case a word with 

you],” overtly playing on Eugéne de Rastignac s famous statement “A nous 

deuxmaintenant[now, let us fight it out]” (quoted in Walked 416;Le PèreGoriot309). 

Rastignac is a Bildungsromanprotagonist from Old Man Goriot, and Bernard'sovert 

literary allusion establishes himas a Bildungsromanprotagonist. Thus the reader is invited 

to contrast Bernard's development with Rastignac's. Similarly, Stendhal's The Red and 
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the Black, another Bildungsroman, is referenced in The Counterfeiters, giving evidence to 

liken Bernard to Julien Sorel. 

 Rastignac and Julien are archetypal Bildungsromanprotagonists and develop their 

professional and romantic lives in their narratives. Both begin their development with a 

debut in society, soon excelling in their career plots, all the while developing their love 

plots. Their careers stabilize them financially and their love plots are filled with 

obstacles. In their narratives, both characters mature emotionally and come to an 

acceptance of themselves by the end of their stories. Likewise, Bernard debuts in society 

after herealizes his illegitimate birth. He appears to follow the trajectory of anarchetypal 

Bildungsromanprotagonist, but his career plot and love plot diverge fromJulien's and 

Rastignac's. Gide frustrates the reader's expectations about Bernard's trajectory by 

showing how Bernard is conscious of literary conventions, by leaving out specific 

characteristics of a Bildungsromanplot, and by demonstrating how Bernard changes from 

a rebellious youth to a young adult who returns to his startingpointinthe novel. Gide uses 

these frustrations to direct the reader, to emphasize the unfamiliar,and to reject the 

conventions of past works. Gide's subversion of the Bildungsroman and his attention to 

the reader make The Counterfeitersa self-aware and self-reflexive novel that is obviously 

reworking the Bildungsroman as a genre. 

 

Revealing Expectations and Bernard as Reader 

 Before we analyze Bernard's trajectory in conjunction with Julien's and 

Rastignac's, it is important to note thatBernard is literary. In other words, he is well read 

and consciously alludes to many literary works. Literature consumes him and he admits 
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that a “quantity of phrases from great authors fill [his] head,” and they “come irresistibly 

to [his] lips when [he] wants to be sincere” (Gide 198). Bernard often finds that an 

author's wordswould fit his situation and recites them. This awareness is demonstrated in 

the first scene of The Counterfeiters where Bernard is reading secret “love letters” 

addressed to his mother. e thinks: “[t]he time has now come for me [to think] I hear a 

step in the passage” (3). In this scene, Bernard sneaks around where he does not belong, 

learns things to which he should not be privy, and expects someone to catchhim. The 

scene is suspenseful, full of potential for a melodramatic episode, and Bernard waits for 

melodrama to ensue. But, in the end, there is “[n]othing” in the hall (3).  is expectation, 

created from his literary knowledge, isfrustrated. Likewise, the reader's expectation is as 

well. Thus, by giving Bernard a high level of awareness, Gide signals the reader to look 

for frustrated expectations. The reader has literary knowledge just as Bernard does, and 

with the frustration of literary expectations so early in the novel, Gide sets up the 

narrative to exploit conventions. This scene demonstrates how The Counterfeitersis self-

reflexive by highlighting the novel's awareness of its position as text, letting the novel 

reveal its tendency to frustrate to the reader. 

 There are other events that can serve as a template for how to read the novel. 

When a drop of sweat falls onto the letter Bernard is holding, he jokes that the drop is 

“pretending to be a tear” (Gide 3). In epistolary novels, and novels that contain 

correspondence, letters that are full of emotion are often marked with tears from the 

weeping writer. This convention appears in The Red and the Blackwhen a letter from 

Madame de Rênal, one of Julien s lovers, appears “half washed out with tears” (Stendhal 

190 – 191). Through the tear-like mark made by the drop of sweat, Gide observes how 
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conventions can be imitated.The drop only imitates a tear when Bernard indicates it is not 

a tear. When conventions are imitated they make the reader aware of their existence 

instead of leaving evidence of an emotional reader. Bernard's comment on his drop of 

sweat brings up questions about how to read the novel, pointing out the many 

interpretiveavenues the reader can take. What is presented in Gide's novel cannot be 

looked at in conventional ways.The reader has to reexamine what is presented. The 

remainder of the first scene can be read with this notionin mind. 

 The first scene starts in medias res with Bernard s thought “[t]he time has now 

come for me [to think] I hear a step in the passage” (Gide 3). This abrupt startplaces the 

focus on Bernard's actions instead of on the material letters. The reader only sees Bernard 

hiding his discovery, putting the letters “back into the drawer of the console-table” (4). 

The narrative's focus on hiding the letters, with the absence of their discovery, signals 

that they are not as important as other features of the scene.On the other hand, since what 

is writtenin the letters is never revealed, Gide leavespotential for the letters to become a 

complicated symbol and metaphor and gives theopportunity forthe reader to create 

meaning. The potential for meaning endswhen Bernard observes the letters, questioning 

“[w]hat can the initial stand for? A    ? It might just as well be an  N ?” (3). This 

observation points to the limited information they reveal, keeping the material letters 

meaningless. While they inform Bernard that he is an illegitimate childand help him 

decide to leave home, the letters themselves have nothing more to offer. It is not the 

material letters nor their content that the reader should focus on, but the act of reading 

and Bernard's role as reader. Reading is emphasized when Bernard reveals how he 

discovers the letters. With thisemphasis, the reader is asked to acknowledge his/her role 
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through Bernard. Bernard's actions parallelthe reader's because, while the reader reads 

about Bernard's narrative, Bernard reads about himself: both figures read about Bernard 

in some way. The Counterfeiterspresentsthe reader tohim/herself in the novel he/she 

reads, demonstrating how the novel is self-aware. This awareness that Gide presents is 

pervasive throughout Bernard's narrative, except in the beginning of his 

Bildungsromanplot. 

 

Bernard as BildungsromanProtagonist 

 After the first scene, Bernard follows the trajectory of a 

Bildungsromanprotagonist by leaving his home to make his way in the world. He runs 

away to his best friend Olivier's house and spends the night there. That night, Olivier asks 

him if his parents knew he was leaving home, and he responds “[y]ou think I ought to ask 

their leave, eh?” (Gide 25). Bernard contests his parents  authority, marking his trajectory 

into a new experience. He is no longer bound by old powers, which allows him to create 

experiences he could not have had before. Similarly, Balzac's Rastignac also dismisses 

his parents  authority at the start of his narrative.  e is in Paris to be a “law student,” to 

build a career that does not rely on his parents' property (Balzac 28). Instead of 

concentrating on his schooling, however, he becomes “side-tracked by the need to make 

the right connections” in society (29).  e blatantly ignores his parents  wishes, even 

though they are supporting him, and becomes a socialite. Rastignac makes his way into 

society to experience something new. Bernard's trajectory is similar to Rastignac's 

narrative, giving grounds to expect Bernard will enter into a new world, as Rastignac 
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enters the new world of high Parisian society. It seems that Bernard is going act in the 

mode of an archetypal Bildungsromanprotagonist. 

 Bernard's trajectory strays from Rastignac's when Bernard proposes his own 

trajectory. After spending the night with Olivier, Bernard leaves his friend's house and 

announces “in a moment... I shall be setting out to meet my fate,” which he sees as 

“[a]dventure” (Gide 57). This statement supports the expectations that come from 

Bernard's rejection of authority and exhibits his desire to start on a path that leads to 

challenges and new experiences. On the other hand, his statement sets him apart from 

Rastignac, makingBernard a self-conscious protagonist. Bernard desires to find 

obstacleswhile Rastignac does not realize he will encounter obstacles. Specifically, after 

meeting with Madame de Restaud, an important socialite, Rastignac recognizes that he 

“put [his] foot in it, without understanding why or what the consequences will be” 

(Balzac 58). His unexpected social awkwardness, as demonstrated in these quotes, 

becomes a major obstacle in his Parisian journey: he “hardly know[s]” what to do in 

society (65). By making Bernard aware of his trajectory, consequently, Gide is making 

the reader aware of Bernard’s roleasBildungsromanprotagonist. Through this awareness, 

Gide makes Bernard's narrative seemingly transparent and predictable by having Bernard 

announce his role.   

 Another way Bernard breaks from Rastignac's and even Julien's trajectory, 

something that makes him an unconventional Bildungsromanprotagonist, is how he does 

not seem to have a specific goal to end his adventure. His self-prescribed fate as an 

adventurer merely means Bernard wants to find obstacles, while the achievements and 

gains from overcoming obstacles are unknown. Julien is unlike Bernard because he has 
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ambitions. From the start of The Red and the Black, it is clear that Julien idolizes 

Napoleon Bonaparte. When he is introduced, he is reading “Memorials of St. Helena,”a 

memoir about Napoleon's journey to and exile in Saint Helena (Stendhal 25). He aspires 

to be a soldier, but the “fine career in priesthood... could lead anywhere” (28). Even 

though he wants to be a member of the military elite, he wants power and a high position 

in society, just like Napoleon. Similarly, Balzac s Rastignac “wishes to familiarize 

himself with the repertoire of each theatre, memorize each twist and turn of the Parisian 

Labyrinth, know what is and isn't done, learn the language and appreciate the pleasures 

unique to the capital” (Balzac 28). Both characters have something specific they want to 

gain in their adventuresbut do not see their desires as their destinies. Bernard is a 

Bildungsromanprotagonist, but does not have a clear trajectory within society. He knows 

he wants challenges, but does not know how to reachthem or what they will be. Gide 

leaves potential for anything to happen while denying the reader the ability to predict 

what Bernard will do, unlike Stendhal and Balzac. 

 Bernard is looking for his purpose in the world. His mother's letters only inspire 

him to leave home; they do not suggest what to do afterwards. Bernard thinks that “[i]t 

isn t everyone who can indulge in the luxury of a ghost to reveal them, like  amlet” 

(Gide 59). Bernard impulsively references literature when he wants to “be sincere,” and 

in this case he has no concrete goals, but is unable to admit it (198). His comment on 

Hamlet reveals that he lacks any purpose, reveals that heenvies Hamlet's defined purpose, 

and that he relates to the character's struggle with indecisiveness. There are open 

possibilities in his life, but he can only fill them with literature. This is a frustration of the 

reader s expectations; Bernard does not seem to take action in his “adventure.” This 
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frustration is increased when Bernard “[falls] asleep” at the end of the chapter (59). 

While before his trajectory seemed clear, his lack of action brings up questions about 

itsdirection. He is a traditional Bildungsromanprotagonist who participates in conventions 

of the genre, yet does not follow them to anticipated outcomes. By frustrating 

expectations, Gide is demonstrating how his novel is unpredictable, distancing himself 

from past literary works by subverting conventions. The similarities between the three 

protagonists can be seen through conventions, but Bernard's narrative is distinct because 

it strays from the similarities while presenting them. 

 Because of frustrated expectations,the narrative loses momentum, emphasizing 

Bernard's difference from Julien and Rastignac. The reader can expect that Bernard is 

going to act as a protagonist, but he simply “[takes] a roll and coffee” for breakfast then 

falls asleep “on the bench” (Gide 57, 59). More remarkably, he disappears from the 

narrative for three chapters. This is completely unlike Rastignac and Julien. They are the 

main subjects for the entirety of their respective novels and gain momentum throughout 

their narratives. Rastignac, after meeting with his cousin Madame de Beauséant, learns 

about the faux pas he made while interacting with a socialite, Madame de Restaud. By 

meeting his cousin, Rastignac learns about Parisian society. This first lesson on society 

propels him, “swiftly” making him a “keen observer,” allowing him to understand 

Parisian society better (108). The reader can see Rastignac's new skill and progress, even 

before the narrator points them out, when he collects “fifteen hundred and fifty francs” by 

properly using his resources (88). There is increasing momentum in Old Man Goriot; 

Rastignac experiences financial gain quickly to progress up the social ladder, whereas 

Bernard disappears. 
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 Even though Julien's narrative progresses more slowly than Rastignac's, it still has 

more momentum than Bernard's. The narrator of The Red and the Blackdescribes the 

“provinces for a couple hundred pages” and each moment of Julien's existence in 

Verrières (Stendhal 17). Despite Julien's narrative having so many details, it does 

progress quickly. Julien goes from newly hired tutor, to a raise in salary, to achieving the 

status of “guard of honor” that will greet The King in  errières (109 – 110). The 

difference between Bernard and the other two protagonists demonstrates how Bernard's 

unconventional narrative comes from a conventional trajectory. Bernard's plot has the 

potential to be eventful, but he does not make strides in his journey, unlike Rastignac and 

Julien. Even when the novel uses conventions, it creates unexpected results to stay 

unpredictable. Bernard's debut does not lead to anything, unlike Rastignac's and Julien's. 

Bernard's trajectory echoes theirs, but he continues to be a stagnant protagonist, not 

progressing in the narrative at all. 

 After being absent for three chapters, Bernard reappears just as suddenly as he 

disappears. His reappearance continues to frustrate initial expectations, while also 

meeting them. In the middle of a description of the reunion between Olivier and his uncle 

Edouard, the fictional novelist, the narrator reveals that “Bernard... ha[s] been following 

them” (Gide 77). Bernard may be active in this scene, but he is still avoiding new 

experiences and challenges.  e even lacks “definite purpose” for following Olivier: he 

“merely wished to see his friend again” (80). This scene continues to subvert expectations 

byreaffirming Bernard's lack of purpose and direction. He wants to be an intrepid 

protagonist, but is conflicted about leavinghis old life. Nevertheless, Bernard experiences 

something new by following Olivier because he is indirectly introduced to Edouard. By 
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having Bernard return to the narrative unexpectedly, Gide undermines the expectations of 

his own narrative by presenting exploration through the known; Bernard happens upon 

Edouard, happens to explore, through his best friend Olivier, someone familiar. 

 Bernard seems to be propelled by randomness. A momentous event in his 

narrative is his discovery of Edouard's journal in Edouard's suitcase. When he sees 

Edouard toss his cloak-room ticket, it gives him the opportunity to “pick it up” (Gide 77). 

As the narrative progresses, the ticket leads Bernard to Edouard's suitcase and journal, 

resulting in adventure. Bernard does not produce this opportunity to retrieve the ticket – it 

is mere coincidence and randomness. Another event that happens to Bernard is his 

payment to the cloak-room attendant. When he tries to pay, he realizes that he has not a 

“sou left” (82). Yet when he reaches into his pocket he finds “a fifty-centime bit, which 

lay forgotten since goodness knows when” (82). There is no logic to the event. Despite 

the narrator s insistence thatthe money was “forgotten,” it does not change the fact that 

the “bit” seems to have come from nowhere. The event is completely random without the 

preexisting conditions for its occurrence. By collecting Edouard's suitcase and reading his 

journals, however, Bernard has “[t]he truth [flash] upon” him, causing him to lose “any 

doubt” about what to do (126). Bernard gains momentum from random, coincidental 

occurrences. As soon as he finishes reading Edouard s journals, he decides to “save 

Laura” and be a hero (126). Laura and Edouard are good friends; in her letter, that 

Bernard reads as well, Laura convinces Edouard to come to Paris. This letter reveals to 

Bernard his own connection to Laura; he deems this connection reason enough to help 

her.By propelling Bernard's narrative with randomness, Gide gives incidental events 

more importance. Also, these random events and frustrated expectations call attention to 
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the role of the author who devises them. They highlight the act of writing and the role of 

the author because of their shocking effect on the reader, who then questions the novel 

further. 

 Before Bernard's trajectory returns to the direction of an archetypal 

Bildungsromanprotagonist again – before he knows what to do – his role as protagonist is 

reinforced while being denied. When obtaining the suitcase, he says “Maintenant, valise, 

à nous deux,” adapting Rastignac s last words from Old Man Goriot: “A nous 

deuxmaintenant”(quoted in Walker 416;Le PèreGoriot309). In his statement Rastignac is 

addressing Paris, declaringthat even though he is down on his luckhe will not stay 

down(Balzac 257). He is ready to keep progressing in society, is wiser and more prepared 

to continue his “adventure” in the Parisian labyrinth. In adapting Rastignac s final 

statement, Bernard would mark his achievement with an air of grandeur and prove he is 

as accomplished as Rastignac if he did not end-up “parod[ying] Rastignac” (Walker 416). 

Bernard is not addressing Paris, but a piece of luggage. Both statements are made in very 

different contexts, causing Bernard to look foolish when evoking Balzac's melodrama. 

Even when Bernard tries to become a Bildungsromanprotagonist, he fails to embody one 

completely. This is another one of the “sincere” moments where Bernard can only 

acknowledge literature to describe his feelings. The Bildungsromanprotagonist role does 

not fit him completely; rather it becomes a parody in this instance. Gide makes the 

conventional role inadequate to completely describe Bernard. 

 Surrounding the scene where Bernard obtains the suitcase, there are echoes of 

Balzac, keeping Bernard's narrative in dialogue with Old Man Goriot.When Bernard 

interacts with the cloak-room attendant, he is “lucky to have in his favor his good looks, 
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his well-cut clothes... and that indefinable something in the whole appearance which 

denotes those who have been brought up in comfort and want for nothing” (Gide 81 – 

82). Bernard's appearance and bourgeois upbringing are an advantage. Likewise, 

Rastignac realizes that there is anundeniable “advantage that tailoring” provides (Balzac 

52). This is a connection between customs of the societies that both characters live in, 

while there is a closer connection to the characters themselves. Rastignac's appearances 

“indicate that he has been born into a noble family” just as Bernard s appearances indicate 

that he was born into a bourgeois life (14). This connection keeps Bernard's narrative in 

dialogue with Rastignac's, while demonstrating how, even though Bernard strays from 

the Bildungsromantrajectory, he is still in the same role. Gide deliberately keeps Bernard 

in this role to subvert the Bildungsromangenre and to frustrate the reader, whichkeeps the 

narrative open enough to take Bernard's development in new directions. 

 Gide, furthermore, creates echoes with The Red and the Black by playing on 

physiognomy. This term refers to a pseudo-science that ascribes personality traits to 

certain physical characteristics, and it is used heavily throughout Stendhal's novel. When 

Bernard accosts Laura, the narrator explains that she would have been afraid if Bernard 

were not “so young... But when she [sees]... [his] eyes so frank, so clear a brow,” she is 

convinced that the young man is trustworthy (Gide 128). She makes assumptions about 

Bernard's nature based on his physical characteristics. Likewise Julien bases his first 

impressions of people on their physical appearance. When he first meets the director of 

the seminary, he passes out because Abbé Pirard s “long face” is “covered in red 

blemishes” (Stendhal 181). Julien initial aversion vanishes and he realizes “he loves the 

Abbé Pirard,” after the director gives him a secretary position in Paris (216). This change 
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of heart shows Julien’s discovery that physiognomy is not an appropriate way to judge 

someone, but Laura attributes to Bernard characteristics that come from unrelated 

evidence. Her assumptions cause her great shock when Bernard reveals that he knows 

Vincent and is aware of Laura's affair with this brother of Olivier's (Gide 128). Bernard 

does not seem so innocent anymore; he has personal knowledge that holds great power, 

enough to make Laura almost faint (128). This shock leads to a narratively involved 

scene that ends with Bernard's pleasant introduction (129). Laura's expectations are 

subverted when predictability is questioned. Gide demonstrates how Bernard is not 

predictable and is defying appearance, bringing into question his prescribed role. 

Similarly, almost all of Bernard's actions have brought his role of Bildungsroman 

protagonist into question. There is obviously more to Bernard than meets the eye. 

 

Bernard’s Career Plot 

 After gaining momentum, Bernard's trajectory continues to resemble Julien's and 

Rastignac s. Bernard starts his career plot because Edouard is “in need of a secretary” and 

Bernard is hired for his position (Gide 135). Both Stendhal's and Gide's 

Bildungsromanprotagonists share the same career, but that is all they share in their career 

plots. In The Red and the Black, Julien is taken on as a tutor for the children of Monsieur 

de R nal, the mayor of  erri res, because Julien “knows Latin like an angel” (Stendhal 

23). He is hired because is he qualified to teach Latin and becomes a secretary because 

the Marquis believes he “could go far” (225). Unlike the other two, Rastignac does not 

have an employer and starts making money through gambling.  e has the skill to “[play] 

for high stakes, [to lose] and [to win] vast sums of money” (Balzac 138). It is a skill that 
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enables him to live “the extravagant lifestyle of the young Parisian gentlemen” and 

achieve his ambition (138). In The Counterfeiters,on the other hand, Edouard never 

makes it clear why he takes on Bernard as a secretary. He has no obvious qualifications, 

and yet is awarded the secretarial position without effort, while Julien and Rastignac use 

their skill to finance themselves. Bernard’s career parallels other events of his life in how 

he gains a career with no effort and allows outside forces direct him. Even though 

Bernard's career plot and trajectory are similar to Julien's and Rastignac's, he still lacks 

perseverance over struggles which characterize their career plots. Gide does not 

emphasize Bernard's career. 

 Bernard's career plot diverges further from expectations established by Julien's 

career plot. While Julien is the Marquis  secretary, he is always busy “copying letters” 

and later is “entrusted with new business everyday” (Stendhal 262, 290). On the other 

hand, Bernard lacks any tasks because “Edouard never dictated” to him (Gide 182). 

There are fewer challenges in Bernard's position than expected, even without contrasting 

it with Julien's multiple positions. Bernard's trajectory takes another unexpected turn 

when Edouard tries to terminate Bernard s position. Edouard believes he will “set 

[Bernard] on the wrong track” because of how they “aren t the sort to understand each 

other” (217, 216). Their relationship is contrary to the Marquis and Julien s, who are a 

“patron and [a] protégé ” respectively (Stendhal 289). Edouard realizes he is unable to 

mentor or help Bernard at all; the young man even contests the novelist’s literary 

theories. Their relationship is collegial: one is not clearly above the other. Bernard does 

not develop through other people. He explores his own ideas and discovers his own 

desires by mimicking Edouard s habits.  e starts to “keep a note-book, like Edouard” in 
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order to record “an opinion” and then to follow it up with an “opposing opinion” (195). 

This enables Bernard to weigh what he finds on his own, making his own decisions. 

Edouard only guides the protagonist through his journals; they are tools that Bernard uses 

as his own. 

 

Love and Sex in The Counterfeiters 

 What all three protagonists have in common is the tie between their love plots and 

their careers plots. When Stendhal's Julien becomes tutor for the Mayor's children, he 

begins to develop an intimate relationship with Madame de Rênal, the mayor's wife. In 

Paris, he develops an intimate relationship with Mathilde, the Marquis' daughter, while 

working as the Marquis' secretary. Julien would not have become involved with Mathilde 

without his career. Balzac's Rastignac, on the other hand, uses women to increase his 

financial standing.  e is advised that by “[c]ourting a young lady who is lonely,” he will 

lead “her [to throw] millions” at him (Balzac 101).  e is using women for his own gain, 

filling his tale with false love, to help him achieve real love and a truly intimate 

relationship with Delphine, Old Man Goriot's daughter. Bernard goes with Edouard 

because he has nowhere else to go and wants adventure, but also because “he thinks he is 

in love with” Laura (Gide 170). Edouard, in order to help Laura, takes her and Bernard 

toSwitzerland in order to deal with herillegitimate pregnancy. Bernard sees traveling with 

Edouardasthe best way for him to stay close to Laura, giving him the opportunity to build 

a more solid relationship with her. Despite Bernard's commonalities with Julien and 

Rastignac, his love plot still strays from theirs. He wants to become Edouard's secretary 

to stay close to Laura and develop his relationship with her, while Rastignac and Julien 
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have non-romantic motivations for following their careers. Gide plays with the 

Bildungsromanlove plot in order to distinguish Bernard and his novel from past 

characters and past novels. 

 This link with the career plot is the only similarity Bernard's love plot has with the 

love plots of the two other novels. His love plot does not possess any obstacles, unlike 

Julien's and Rastignac's. The love Bernard feels is different from their love. Julien's love 

affair with Mathilde is very complicated, filled with obstacles from ignorance of Parisian 

love or how to court a Parisian woman. He speculates that Mathilde might love him, but 

then realizes this speculation is “assuming” too much (Stendhal 321). Yet later he moves 

on to wonder “[c]an it be that she loves me?” (322). This back-and-forth between a 

rejection of her potential love and a questioning of it occurs frequently. Mathilde also 

speculates that “she was in love” with Julien, but constantly questions her love; “[h]ave I 

deceived myself, can it be that I m not in love with him at all?” (344, 359). Another of 

Julien's obstacles is the inconstancy in his relationship with Mathilde, who frequently 

becomes “tired of love,” and toys with him (379). Bernard does not have any obstacles in 

his relationship with Laura.  e is much more submissive, letting himself be “at [her] 

service” (Gide 197).  e feels only “devotion” for her (198). While he is with Laura he 

has “no desire” (198).  e does not expect anything from Laura and simply wants to be 

there for her, thus there are no obstacles. Rastignac s love is not “pure and sacred” and is 

motivated by self-interest, unlike Bernard's love (Balzac 142). Gide is playing with the 

typical love plot by leaving out obstacles and self-interest in love. 

 In the love plot, Bernard's emotional development is similar to Julien's. Before 

falling in love with Laura, Bernard believed that “love was something volcanic” and that 
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he would only be able to love “in a savage devastating way” (Gide 198). Bernard 

develops emotionally, moving past his old beliefs. Unlike Bernard, Julien matures only 

right before he is about to be executed. Another prisoner tells Julien the “story of [his] 

life,” which transforms Julien;he is “no longer the same man” and “[a]ll the rage against 

himself vanishe[s]” (Stendhal 521). Only when hearing the “abominable” life story of 

another and when faced with his deathcan Julien find peace in his life and change his 

whole person (521). Bernard's maturing process does not happen all at once: his whole 

being does not change in an instant. Returning to Paris, he claims that his “instincts have 

been sublimated” and that he has “great unemployed forces” within him (Gide 272).  e 

matures much earlier in his narrative, since Julien changes at the end of his, yet he still 

has more growth to go through. Bernard's maturing process seems to be beyond the 

narrative's scope. Even before his return to Paris, when he is talking with Laura, he 

announces that he has “already changed a great deal; that is [his] mind s landscape is not 

at all what it was the day [he] left home” (197).  e makes this claim very shortly after 

arriving in the mountain resort, without a narrative describing his development. It is not 

possible to predict Bernard's emotional maturing, even though this development is still 

part of the Bildungsromanprotagonist's trajectory. It is as though by leaving out 

explanations, Gide rejects the conventional model for development, stating that 

conventions do not explain true development. 

 Once Bernard has gone through his emotional development, his narrative takes a 

drastic turn from the Bildungsromantrajectory: this is caused by his relationship with 

Laura's younger sister Sarah. After a dinner party they attend along with Olivier and 

Edouard, they spend a night together in the same room. In the description of the next 
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morning, their “limbs [are] entangled,” implying that they have had sex (Gide 306). 

While sex is accepted in The Counterfeiters, sexual intimacy is not valued at all in The 

Red and the Black. Julien is so fervent that the slightest contact with Madame de Rênal's 

hand causes him a flood “of happiness” (Stendhal 62). Bernard s sexual encounter with 

Sarah is more casual and meaningless. This difference exhibits Gide's rejection of old 

conventions, which is further highlighted by how Sarah, to Bernard, is a substitute for her 

sister Laura. Bernard sees “her likeness to Laura... [i]n her features” which is why he is 

attracted to her, making the encounter even more superficial (Gide 296). Through 

Bernard's insincere sexual encounter and through devaluing physical intimacy, The 

Counterfeiters is able to differentiate itself from other novels. The novel has not done 

what others have done before and cannot be interpreted in the same way, reflecting the 

changes of the century. 

 In the description of his morning departure, Bernard exhibits a lack of passion. 

However, his sexual encounter does have unexpected effects on him. Sex gives Bernard a 

“night... more restful than sleep – an exaltation at once... ethereal, buoyant, calm and 

tense” (Gide 307). While Julien experiences intense, disruptive euphoria by merely 

touching his love, a full sexual experience balances Bernard, rejuvenates him. In the end, 

there is nothing of love in the encounter and it remains unimportant, even though Bernard 

has lost his virginity in this encounter. This claim can be assumed since he has not 

referenced having any sexual experiences when Olivier discussed his first sexual 

experience (28). Bernard barely acknowledges his sexual encounter.  e “disengages 

himself furtively from [Sarah's] arms... without one more kiss... a last lover's look... a 

supreme embrace” (307). The night has no meaning; it “is an appendix, an annex which 
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can find no place in the body of the book – a book where the story of [Bernard's] life will 

continue, surely...  as if nothing had happened” (307).  is sexual encounter will not 

affect Bernard in any way, while physical contact for Julien means so much. It seems as 

though Bernard's love plot is over without any satisfaction. 

 Gide contrasts Bernard's encounter with a different union between Edouard and 

Olivier. Gide rejects the conventions of heterosexual love that are presented in both The 

Red and the Blackand Old Man Goriot, yet demonstrates them with the novel's 

homosexual couple, Edouard and Olivier. They are reunited on the same night that 

Bernard and Sarah have sex, but Olivier experiences sublime happiness. Earlier in the 

novel, he states that he would commit suicide only “after having tasted a joy so great, that 

all one s life to come... would seem pale,” and after his reunion with Edouard, he tries to 

kill himself (Gide 273). Thus, Olivier's love with Edouard is the greatest thing he can 

conceive. Gide uses conventions of happiness with an unconventional, homosexual 

couple to give importance to Olivier and Edouard's love and relationship. This also plays 

with conventions. Since happiness and love are absent from Bernard's trajectory, Bernard 

barely resembles a Bildungsromanprotagonist any more. An unconventional couple 

supplants the heterosexual love role that Bernard should have fulfilled. Edouard and 

Olivier's relationship, in conjunction with Bernard's unconventional sexual experience, 

make it difficult to recognize Bernard as a Bildungsromanprotagonist any more. With 

The Counterfeiters, Gide is able to emphasize the progressiveness of his narrative by 

adjusting the role of the Bildungsroman protagonist. 

 

Bernard as Matured Adult 
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 At the end of the novel, there is no “assessment by the protagonist of himself and 

his new place in... society” ( ared 1). It barely seems Bernard has changed, even though 

he “no longer resemble[s] the careless youth who has stolen the suit-case and who 

thought that all was needed in this world is to be daring” (Gide 351).  e realizes that, at 

the beginning of his adventure, he “felt [himself] becoming an anarchist,” yet as his 

narrative plays out, he discovers his “veering” back “towards conservatism” (201).  e 

finds himself having “an affection” for the “State,” wanting to assimilate back into his 

old place in society (201).  e ends his narrative by going “back to his father s” (396). 

Bernard’s return home does not change the fact that there are many pages of him 

reflecting on his situations introspectively.By deciding that he should return to his old 

life,Bernard does not end his adventure in a new place, but he still follows the guidelines 

of the Bildungsroman by maturing. Bernard’s decision to return home means he does not 

become a heroic figure like Rastignac or a martyr like Julien and solidifiesthe tension 

between Bernard's trajectory and the expectations placed on him, leaving his 

Bildungsromannarrative empty but open to many different interpretations. 

 Throughout Bernard's narrative, Gide uses many conventions of a 

Bildungsromanand demonstrates how conventions do not lead to a particular set outcome. 

Bernard is a Bildungsromanprotagonist, but does not achieve anything that conventional 

Bildungsromanprotagonists achieve through their journeys. He does not find true love, he 

does not find a career, and he does not take a new place in society. Yet Bernard is always 

in dialogue with The Red and the Blackand Old Man Goriot, demonstrating how Gide 

wants to keep a familiar narrative to highlight the differences in The Counterfeitersand in 

Bernard. The young man isa unique character who makes his own decisions outside of 
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conventions: he does not take paths that have been walked before. Gide's novel is 

constantly challenging conventions, especially with Olivier and Edouard's relationship. 

The Counterfeiterscannot be read in the same way as other Bildungsromane are read, or 

other novels in general. 
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Chapter Two: 

A Novel's and Author's Relationship to their External World 

 

 In this chapter, I will be discussing how Gide opens a dialogue about literature, 

writing, and authors through Edouard, a main character who is a novelist. This dialogue 

about literature is deliberately generated when Edouard overtly alludes to Stendhal's The 

Red and the Blackand when he cites a phrase in Balzac's foreword to La Comédie 

Humaine. By calling his journal a “pocket-mirror,” Edouard alludes to a famous passage 

from The Red and the Black: “a novel is a mirror travelling down a road” (Gide 157, 

Stendhal 374). This allusion creates distinctions and reveals similarities between 

Edouard s journals and Stendhal’s novel that Gide uses to discuss writing and literature. 

While Edouard does not reference any of Balzac's fictions, he does quote Balzac in La 

Comédie Humaine:“ faire concurrence á l'état-civil'[rival the état-civil]” (quoted in 

Garval 89). With this quote, Edouard places himself in opposition to Balzac and uses this 

opposition to contextualize his theories that critique the novel and representational 

literature. Edouard focuses on theories about the novel as opposed to a novel’s narrative 

content. This concern reveals how literature relates to its external world, and the lack of 

content of Edouard’s novel distinguishes his conceptual novel from the earlier realist 

works to which he alludes. 

 The dialogue is also embedded within Edouard's relationship with his own author: 

Gide. Their respective novels share “the same title, similar characters... observations of 

the same events,” and both novelists share writing habits (Shelton 69). These similarities 

create a mise en abyme, a term coined by Gide that describes a work of art that contains a 
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replication of itself, or its structures, within itself. Gide uses Edouard (his replicated self), 

his experience while writing The Counterfeiters – an experience chronicled in his Journal 

of The Counterfeiters – and The Counterfeitersitselfto discuss the novel's relationship 

with reality, or the world in which the fiction exists. The mise en abymedistinguishes 

Edouard from Gide and gives grounds to contrast Gide's novel with Edouard's literary 

theories, journals, and conceptual novel, all of which constitute a large portion of The 

Counterfeiters. 

 An author's relationship with his/her external world and with his/her work is 

exhibited when Edouard announces the conflict of hisnovelist character, the main 

character of hisnovel The Counterfeiters. While “[c]omplexity and contradiction are... the 

chief features of Edouard as a novelist,” they are the “chief features” of Edouard as a 

character as well: he is always full of conflict (Davies 274). The novelist’s unsuccessful 

struggle to objectively capture his external world causes crises in his self-perception, 

demonstrating how Edouard's work affects his character.Towards the end of the novel, 

Edouardfictionalizes a situation he is in and intends to use his fiction to influence his 

half-nephew Georges. While his failed attempt to influence his external world echoes his 

failure to write his novel, the end of The Counterfeitersreveals the success of his journals 

insofar as Gide uses them to construct his novel The Counterfeiters. Gide’s use of 

Edouard’s journals echoes his use of external sources, such as news clippings that 

inspired the boy Boris’ suicide and the counterfeiting group of bourgeois sons of which 

Georges is a member. 
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Edouard, Stendhal, and Balzac 

Edouard s allusion to the “novel-mirror” passage inThe Red and the Blackbrings 

Gide's and Stendhal's novels into dialogue, revealing the similarities between Edouard’s 

journals and Stendhal’s work. The narrator ofThe Red and the Blackstates: “a novel is a 

mirror travelling down the road. Sometimes it reflects the blue of the heavens to the eye, 

sometimes the mud of the filthy puddles on the road” (Stendhal 374). Edouard says his 

journal “is my pocket-mirror” and that “I cannot feel that anything that happens to me has 

any real existence until I see it reflected here” (Gide 157). Between the two metaphors, 

there is a distinction between literature and journaling. Socially conceived, literature is 

assumed to be a coherent piece of work, to possess a narrative with convincing 

characters, and intended to be read by others. On the other hand, there is journaling which 

is represented by Edouard’s journals as life writing. Edouard uses his journals to record 

and analyze his experiences. One does not need to write with literary concerns when 

journaling. Journaling is not bound by expectations that govern the novel, it does not 

need to tie everything together with an overarching theme or subject, and it is not always 

intended for others to read: the writing process and what is written are for benefit of the 

writer. Despite these differences, the mirror metaphors from Stendhal and Edouard reveal 

that writing and journaling both reflect what is put before the mirror. Gide does not 

oppose Stendhal's idea that a novel reflects, but Gide does oppose the more narrow scope 

of Stendhal's idea; it is not only literature that reflects but any sort of the writing is a 

product of the world in which it is written. 

However, there are differences between what the two “mirrors” reflect, and the 

differences reveal the function of Edouard’s journal and of The Red and the Black. For 
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Stendhal, his novel is designed to present what is good, “the blue of the heavens,” and 

bad, “the mud,” in society all the while exhibiting who is responsible for creating what is 

reflected (Stendhal 374). For Edouard, his journals help him interpret his character. 

Writing gives words to his experiences, characterizing his life. This defining process 

reveals himself to himself, causing Edouard to “define[] himself as relative to the 

moment” (Brosman 772).  e is unable to hide himself in his journals. The critic J.C. 

Davies also sees that Edouard s journals reveal the novelist, since they “provide[] a 

striking illustration of... the revelation of a character through his own words, so that 

character analysis by the author is replaced by a form of direct and involuntary self-

confession on the part of his hero” (272). There is no need for Gide to explain Edouard s 

character because Edouard always reveals himself through his own writings: his “pocket-

mirror” is pointed towards himself. 

It is also through Edouard that Gide expands on Stendhal's ideas of literature; 

Gide uses writing to look at authors' relationships to their work. The Red and the Black’s 

metaphor of the “novel mirror” explains how “he who carries the mirror,” the author, 

“will be blamed” by society for showing society’s negative characteristics (Stendhal 

374). However, the mirror does not create these bad aspects of the world; it would be 

“much better” for society “to blame” those in society whose actions and behaviors cause 

“the muddy puddles” (374). The author is not shown within the reflection, but everyone 

else is. In contrast, Edouard is very visible in the mirror he creates, characterizing himself 

almost exclusively. Literary writing and life writing can be pointed in any direction, 

meaning there is nothing in life that writing cannot reflect. Gide does not reduce the 

scope of Stendhal’s novel, but by opening this dialogue between Stendhal and Edouard, 
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Gide is able to present how The Red and the Blackcan still reveals its author. Through 

this presentation, Gide is able to reveal how all novels reveal their author, even if the 

author attempts to step out of the reflection. 

While Edouard's journals have all of the characteristics of a reflective novel, he 

wants to takes a very different approach than Balzac or Stendhal. Balzac believed “that 

the proper function of the novel is to rival theétat-civil” (Gide 186). Theétat-civilwas a 

government archive that recorded important events in an individual's life, mainly birth, 

death, and marriage. Balzac “incorporates the[état-civil's] particular logic... into [the] 

representational strategies” of La Comédie Humaine(Garval 92). The goal of the project 

is to present individual characters in a way that records every event of their lives and to 

reference the lives of others characters, recording them as well. In fact, as Garval has 

argued, La Comédie Humaine's “ability to generate further archival renderings of itself, 

through its tremendous capacity for self-perpetuation,” could cause Balzac s literary 

project to surpass the government archive (92). While the état-civil documents events, La 

Comédie Humaine continually references the lives of all its characters, revealing events 

that have not been written about directly. These references produce an illusion that these 

characters have real lives, and implicitly claim to represent these lives in greater detail 

than the état-civil. While both Balzac and Stendhal want to capture reality, their strategies 

differ. Stendhal wants to show society to those in society by writing a novel that serves as 

a mirror, while Balzac wants to replicate society within a world of his own creation, and 

then display this world to society. At their core, both authors intend to replicate and 

exhibit society, an intent that Edouard despises. Edouard does not value Balzac’s famous 

archival mode of writing and, as a result, fails to value Stendhal’s style of writing as well. 
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 Edouard has no interest in his novel reflecting the world or in creating one; he 

vehemently rejects Balzac's oeuvre. Gide’s novelist character feels as though he has 

nothing “to do with theétat-civil”and his “work doesn t pretend to rival anything” (Gide 

186). In this quote Edouard states that reality will be his novel’s only equal, that his novel 

will be like no other, and that previous conceptions of literature will not be applicable to 

his work. He also states that he wants to move past representation, to go beyond the 

archival work on which Balzac prided himself. Ironically, representational writing is all 

Edouard does because the only work of his present within The Counterfeiters is his 

journal. 

Edouard's novel proves to be impossible to produce because his conceptions and 

desires are contradictory. Edouard does not want to do “over again what other people 

have done already... or what other people might do” (Gide 184).  e does not want his 

novel to cling “to reality with such timidity” as is characteristic of all other novels that 

“remain works of art” (185, 186). It is through contradiction that Edouard tries to move 

past representing the real; he plans to write a novel that is, simultaneously, true and not 

true, particular and general (187). These desires already prove that Edouard will never be 

able write his ideal novel: it is impossible to unify these opposing concepts. Despite 

knowing exactly what he wants his novel to represent, Edouard holds the belief “that it s 

essentially out of the question” tohave a plan, and that he could never capture his external 

world if his literary representation of it “[was] settled beforehand” (188). While Edouard 

does not believe he has a plan for his novel’s narrative content, it is nevertheless his 

theoretical planning that causes “his work and ideas” to become “sterile abstraction[s]” 

(Davies 275).  is novel is “separat[e] from real life,” revealing how Edouard moves 
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away from his target when trying to approach it (Davies 275). The characters, and even 

perhaps the readers, realize that Edouard will “never write [his] novel” that he has 

theorized (Gide 189). There are inescapable conventions in literature, and Edouard is 

proven to be foolish in trying to avoid them: literature must, by definition, be art. On the 

other hand, it seems as though Edouard’s journals better represent his theories than does 

his literary project. 

 

The Theory and Content of a Novel 

The complexity of Edouard's novel and his lack of progress demonstrate the 

problems in ignoring the narrative content of a novel. Edouard takes no action to write his 

novel: “not a line [of it] has been written” (Gide 189). With Edouard s mere conceptions, 

which never seem to make it onto the page, Gide reveals the differences between the 

creative and the theoretical processes. Edouard understands this difference as well: he 

knows that he cannot create content through ideas, so he “wait[s] for reality to dictate [his 

novel] to” him (188). Edouard expects to have experiences that will embody his theories 

and concepts and that these experiences will become the narrative content of his novel. 

While Gide and Edouard s “basicviews on the novel are the same, the main difference [is] 

that Edouard s ideas represent an exaggerated development of Gide s own ideas” (Davies 

275 – 276). Edouard cannot write his novel because he solely conceptualizes his novel's 

relation to its external world, thinking he can write a novel that emerges on the same 

level as his external world. On the other hand, Gide “never confuse[s] the realms of 

literature and of life” (Shelton 75). And yet Gide still observes how the two “realms 

interact in complex and subtle ways,” while Edouard does not (Shelton 75). Shelton, 
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however, ends up believing precisely what Edouard believes – but about Gide’s novel, 

not Edouard’s hypothetical novel: he states that Gide “masters an authentic 

reconstruction of reality; the novel’s overall structure reproduces the essential 

characteristics of reality” (75). While Edouard proves it is impossible to reconstruct all of 

the essential characteristics of reality through fiction, Shelton simply proves, through her 

perhaps unwitting adoption of Edouard’s views, that criticism essentializes the human 

experience and cannot express it as literature can. The creative process of a novel cannot 

be solely conceptual and theoretical; either the novel will not be written or it will become 

estranged and sterile. 

Edouard remains ignorant of his lack of progress because of how he perceives his 

journals and because of the separation between the creative and the theoretical in his 

practice.  is journals are “a running criticism of [his] novel... the story of the work – of 

its gestation” (Gide 189). The fictional novelist sees himself building his novel through 

his recorded thoughts and experiences, yet his journals are separate from his novel. While 

Edouard wants to use his journals as raw material for the narrative content of his novel, 

he also sees his journals as criticizing “the novel in general” (189). Edouard s theory 

reduces novels by analyzing their relation to their external world, and thus ignores the 

narrative content of each individual work. Ironically, Edouard sees every novel as 

behaving in the same way: each work is as unoriginal as the last. He criticizes other 

novels’ relationships to reality but dooms himself to failure by trying to create a novel 

with a different relationship to reality. Within The Counterfeiters, criticism reduces 

content into abstractions that cannot be expanded into literature. 
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Edouard's External World 

 Gide’s novel is full of depth because he creates the mise en abyme through 

similarities between his and Edouard’s novels. Edouard wonders whether “The 

Counterfeiters is a good title” for his novel; this quote instantly connects his novel to the 

one in which he exists (Gide 73). Furthermore, while Gide wrote The Counterfeiters he 

kept The Journal of The Counterfeiters to record ideas and thoughts just as Edouard 

keeps a journal while writing his novel. Furthermore, just like Gide, Edouard intends to 

“invent the character of a novelist” who will be the “central figure” of his Counterfeiters 

(187). Gide places a character who could represent himself in The Counterfeiters, while 

Edouard invents a novelist character who overtly “stands for” himself (89). In his journal, 

Edouard notes that “the progressive and reciprocal decrystallization of a husband and 

wife after fifteen or twenty years of married life” would be an “admirable subject for a 

novel” (72). This echoes a passage Gide writes in his Journal of The Counterfeiters in 

which he notes “the gradual contrary process of decrystallization” is “worth examining” 

(417). Not only are Gide s habits replicated in Edouard, but “Edouard often voices ideas 

actually expressed by Gide” (Shelton 70).This interest in decrystallization can be traced 

back to Stendhal, who describes two lovers at the hight of their love, as being crystallized 

in that euphoria (Gide 417). Edouard wants to investigate the deterioration of the crystals 

holding the lovers. The fictional novelist wants to go beyond what past authors have 

examined. These replications are not exact, however; Edouard is not an exact replica of 

his author, as is exhibited by Edouard's inability to write his Counterfeiters. 

 Edouard does manage to write one piece of his novel. However, he does not 

consider it a part of his novel because it only appears in his journals.In his Counterfeiters, 
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Edouard wants to create a novelist character who “struggle[s] between what reality 

offers” and what the character “himself desires to make of it” (Gide 187 – 188, 188). In 

other words, Edouard's character wants to capture reality but can do so only through 

subjective experience; his own observations can never become objective, but he desires 

them to become so. Likewise, Edouard “struggle[s] between the facts presented by reality 

and... ideal reality”: his conflict is identical to the proposed conflict of his novelist 

character (188). In his journals, Edouard writes how he “always ha[s] the greatest 

difficulty in tampering with real facts... it seems to [him] impossible to change a single 

one without modifying the whole” (89). Edouard, “in expounding his views on the novel, 

reveals a fundamental contradiction between this inordinate desire to write a ‘pure’ novel 

and an equally exaggerated desire to make the work he is writingune sommeof his life 

experience” (Davies 278). Yet Edouard remains ignorant that the proposed conflict is part 

of his own character; he disagrees with other characters who believe his novelist 

character resembles himself (Gide 188). By unintentionally planning to create a mise en 

abyme,Edouard complicates themise en abyme of The Counterfeiters, adding more layers 

to Gide's novel. While Edouard is unable to write his own novel, he is essential to the 

complexity of Gide’s novel. 

 Even though Edouard complicates The Counterfeiters, he is not aware of his 

ability to affect Gide’s novel, but believes he is able to manipulate his external world. It 

is in this belief that the complexities of Edouard's conflict emerge. The fictional novelist 

thinks he “ha[s] never been able to invent anything,” but believes he can “set [himself] in 

front of reality, like a painter” and manipulate his model (reality); his model will “[t]ake 

up such and such an attitude; put on such and such an expression” if Edouard desires 
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(Gide 114). Just after the novelist writes this belief, he realizes that “[n]othing [he] 

wrote” before “is true” (114).  is external world does not actually conform to his desires, 

exemplifying his and his novelist character's conflict: Edouard sees an ideal reality but 

then realizes it is not ideal. As a result of his conflict, Edouard is unable to believe much 

of what he writes, and he finds some of his entries to be “foolish words, which [he] 

write[s] in spite of [himself] and [in] which [he] discovers the duplicity of [his]heart” 

(124). This quote reveals an ignorance of self, a conflict that is not discussed in relation 

to Edouard s novelist character. Edouard’s ignorance of himself reveals the many layers 

of his character that he himself does not even know. When he understands that he does 

not understand himself, he feels as though the acknowledgement of not understanding is 

enough: Edouard never questions the accuracy of his reflection in his journals. There is 

no attempt to solve this conflict, just as there is none of his novel written. Edouard’s 

character becomes less and less separated from his literary project and from his role as 

failed novelist. 

 While Gide demonstrates literature's relationship to what it captures, he also 

exhibits the effect of writing on the author. As has been stated, Edouard's journal, his 

“pocket-mirror,” givesshape not only to his experience but also to his “own reality” (Gide 

71). The novelist does not try to capture an objective reality: his journals are used to 

expand his own experience. Edouard's observations of himself, through writing, cause 

him to “constantly get[] outside of [himself]”; there are even points where he believes 

“[he] [does] not really exist” (71). Writing enables Edouard to look at himself in a new 

way, outside of himself yet still himself, confusing his self-perception. The experience of 

non-inherent existence causes the novelist to say: “as I watch myself act I cannot 
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understand how a person who acts is the same as the person who is watching the act, and 

who wonders in astonishment and doubt how he can be actor and watcher at the same 

moment” (71). Through writing, Edouard gains an overview of himself while still 

experiencing his actions: the two roles are bound together while still being separate. All 

of Edouard seems to be built off of his writing, making his character inherently connected 

to his journals, expanding his character every time he writes. It is his subjective 

interpretations of his external world that make his character; the objective world he 

wishes to capture does not seem to affect him at all. 

 Edouard's relationship with Laura exemplifies how his external world affects his 

writing and consequently his character. Edouard notes that he has “never written a line 

that was not directly inspired by” Laura and that she has a “power” over what he writes 

(Gide 69). Because the novelist defines himself through his writings, he feels that “if 

[Laura] were not there to give definition to [his] personality, it would vanish” (69).  e 

can recognize himself, his character, only through Laura, causing him “to have little 

character in the traditional sense” (Brosman 772).  is “character can exist, not as 

something given or an 'essence'... but as a creation of the self, by free choice, in a 

situation” (774). Edouard is unable to remove himself from his external world, making 

his writing and himself slaves to reality. Gide demonstrates, through Laura's indirect 

influence, how his novelist character is consumed by his journals and constantly subject 

to the shifts in his world. 

 

Edouard's Successes and Failures 
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 There are parts of The Counterfeiterswhere Edouard believes he is in control and 

is able to express exactly what he desires in his novel. In one scene, Edouard confronts 

Georges about being part of a group that circulates counterfeit coins, but does so by 

writing a passage of his novel and giving it to Georges to read. In this confrontation, 

Edouard hides his knowledge of Georges' illegal activities in order to reveal his 

knowledge to Georges in the passage. Edouard believes that by doing so he will shock 

and discipline Georges.  owever, the unintentional outcome of this passage is Edouard’s 

creation of a mise en abyme of his own narrative.The passage Edouard writes has two 

characters, Audibert and Hildebrant. Audibert – the novelist character who represents 

Edouard – wants to learn more about “young Eudolfe,” a third character who has 

committed thievery (Gide 363). The act of theft makes Eudolfe a fictional representation 

of Georges. Just like Edouard, Audibert “alter[s] the circumstances” of his discussion 

about theft, so that “ ildebrant should not recognize Eudolfe” as this hypothetical thief 

(363). After this fictional discussion, both of Edouard's characters decide that the best 

way to get information out of Eudolfe is to write a passage about their conversation and 

give it to Eudolfe to read (363). Audibert decides to take the same course of action as 

Edouard. Edouard replicates his narrative flawlessly, creating amise en abymeof his own. 

Yet this replication does not signify the success of the novelist; as an act in the world, this 

replication fails to discipline or influence Georges. The boy sees right through Edouard's 

attempt at discipline, and Georges is only “flattered” (365). This causes Edouard to think 

that “the whole” of what he has written of his Counterfeitersis “rather bad” and that it 

“must be rewritten” (366). Not only is Edouard unable to control or influence his external 

world, but his attempt to do so undermines his literary project. Gide presents the creative 
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process and creative products as things that cannot affect the external world if intended to 

do so directly. Literature cannot directly create action and can only put things on display. 

 The end of Edouard's narrative does and does not come full circle. A major event 

in The Counterfeiters, near the end of the novel,is the suicide of the schoolboy Boris. In 

the last chapter, Edouard announces that he “shall not make use of little Boris  suicide for 

[his]Coun e fe  e s” (Gide 394). Coming from a character who has been replicating the 

novel he is in, this rejection of replication is a surprising development. Edouard fails as a 

novelist and is too timid to use something “outrageously real”; ironically, he avoids 

reality, which he hopes to represent (394). Edouard's narrative does not seem to end when 

The Counterfeitersends. He plans to meet Bernard's younger brother Caloub and continue 

his narrative. Edouard wraps nothing up, he just leads the narrative into suspension by 

ending at the start of a new endeavor. In this way Gide refuses to conform to the 

conventions of closure, defying the expectation that Edouard will continue to replicate 

Gide’s Counterfeiters, and demonstrates the flexibility of the novel. There is no set form 

that the end of a novel must conform to; Gide’s narrative is still coherent without the 

inclusion of closure. 

 Edouard's failures as a novelist are apparent; in one regard, however, he is a 

successful author. The last chapter of The Counterfeiters consists of Edouard's last 

journal entry. Thus, Edouard prominently but unwittingly displays himself as an author at 

the end of The Counterfeiters. While it is obvious that Edouard is not the author ofGide’s 

Counterfeiters, Gide emphasizes the substantial amount of material Edouard contributes. 

 owever, Edouard s journals are only one of the multiple sources of material in Gide’s 

novel. Gide uses correspondence between characters and press clippings – notably the 
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suicide and the counterfeiting gang – to create content for his narrative. The multitude of 

sources demonstrates the value Gide places on everyday events and on a wide range of 

sources that can be used to construct a novel: nothing is unsuited to be fictionalized. 

 Through Edouard’s journals, it can be seen how the novelist character does not 

share Gide’s values regarding sources of fiction. While his journals reveal so much of 

himself to himself and are important to his character, he is never able to turn his entries 

about his everyday life into his ideal novel. It seems as though Edouard could use his 

journals to write a novel that is distinct in approach from the works of Balzac and 

Stendhal, but even so, he could never capture an objective reality. Edouard does not have 

any access to this objective reality; he is only affected by his subjective reality. There is 

no part of Edouard that is inherent, it seems. He is always subject to change through the 

act of journaling, making him less of a character and more of an ongoing reaction to his 

external world and the process of writing. Even when he thinks he has control of a 

situation, he is undermined by himself and others. Thus, much of The Counterfeiters’ 

complexities are created by Edouard, turning the character’s failures into a successful 

novel. 
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Chapter Three: 

The Gidian Narrator Revealed Against Stendhal's Narrator, Balzac's, and Barthes 

 

In this chapter, I will examine the narratorof Gide's Counterfeiters, comparing and 

contrasting his characteristics with the characteristics of the narrators from Stendhal's The 

Red and the Black and from Balzac's Old Man Goriot. Gide's narrator is distinct from 

bothStendhal's and Balzac's narrators. For one, Gide's narrator is neither omniscient nor 

omnipresent while Balzac's and Stendhal's narrators are omniscient; these claims can be 

proven through each narrator's own narration. While Gide's narrator is distinct, all three 

narrators can be characterized as intrusive narrators: each narrator breaks out of the frame 

of their novel. Both Stendhal's and Balzac's narrators intrude by explaining that they are 

withholding information, and both give similar explanations for why they hide this 

information. On the other hand, Gide's narrator says something different as to why he 

withholds information, opening a dialogue about his authority over the narrative. In their 

intrusions, the narrators reveal the fabrication of their novel, but Gide's narrator does not 

reveal this overtly. This subtle revelation demonstrates how Gide separates his novel 

from Stendhal's and Balzac's. Gide's narrator demonstrates his ability to look into the 

character's minds, but only inconsistently. He loses access to Bernard's thoughts, which 

proves that the narrator's limitations change throughout The Counterfeiters. While there 

could be doubts about The Gidian narrator's reliability, an examination of the biases of 

Stendhal's narrator reveals how Gide's narrator is reliable. 
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Portrait of the Narrators 

 The narrator of The Counterfeiters is not omniscient. In an early chapter, where 

Olivier's brother Vincent goes to the house of Robert de Passavant (Edouard's literary 

rival), the narrator says: “I am not very sure how [Passavant] and Vincent became 

acquainted” (Gide 36). Even though the narrator knows that Passavant meets  incent and 

Olivier at “the theatre” and knows that Passavant hired  incent as a “house physician,” 

the narrator does not know how their relationship developed (37). This lack of knowledge 

demonstrates how the narrator does not know everything about the events recounted in 

the narrative and that he is not omniscient. The narrator of The Red and the Black is 

unlike Gide s narrator. When Stendhal s narrator notes that Julien has “struck the people 

of Verri res with a fit of admiration that should last a hundred years,” he hypothesizes the 

future, making himself appear omniscience (Stendhal 87). Even if there is some proof 

that Stendhal’s narrator is not omniscient, his appearance is opposite to Gide’s narrator. 

Furthermore, by giving background information about characters, Balzac's narrator 

further reveals that Gide's narrator is untraditional. Balzac's narrator reveals each 

character s history and announces that they will go through “traged[ies]” in the future 

(Balzac 11). Gide does not reveal to the reader everything about his characters because 

his narrator does not know the complete history of the characters, demonstrating that a 

non-omniscient narrator creates an unconventional narrative. By highlighting what his 

narrator lacks, Gide sets The Counterfeiters on the same continuum as The Red and the 

Black and Old Man Goriot, only to further separate his novel from other two. 

 There are spatial limitations placed on Gide's narrator, preventing him from being 

omnipresent. When the narrator wants to shift the narrative from one character to another, 
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he reveals that he is moving: “[l]et us leave her. Cécile is already asleep” (24). The use of 

“leave” demonstrates how the narrator is spatially situated within the novel, going from 

one place to another in order to describe what occurs. While using “leave” to describe the 

shifting from one character description to another might be a narrative strategy, the 

narrator's comment about Bernard reveals that it is not only a technique, but a limitation 

in the narrator s knowledge: “I m not sure where [Bernard] dined that evening – or even if 

he dined at all” (24). The narrator highlights place by saying “where” and reveals that he 

is not at the specific place where Bernard would have had dinner; the narrator cannot be 

everywhere at once. The narrator's lack of total knowledge and his spatial limitations 

reveal how the narrative of The Counterfeiters is itself limited. Thus, the narrator appears 

more like a character because he is just as constrained as one of the characters. For 

example, at the beginning of chapter four, the narrator tracks Vincent's every movement 

from the “Rue Notre Dam des Champs” to the “front of a porte-cochére,” and cannot see 

any events that occur outside the frame of Vincent's narrative (36). These limitations 

raise the possibility that a multitude of things occur without the reader’s or narrator s 

knowledge. 

 While Gide's narrator cannot present the events with total knowledge as Balzac's 

and Stendhal's narrators can, all three share similarities: each narrator is intrusive. An 

intrusive narrator is one that breaks out of the frame of the novel to make their own 

commentary on the narrative; often these intrusions will address the reader, a figure 

outside of the plot. Gide s narrator says to the reader that he is “anxious to know what 

Antoine could have told his friend the cook. But it is impossible to listen to everything” 

(Gide 24). This statement is intrusive because the narrator comments on himself, a figure 
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outside of the plot. The action in the narrative stops so that the narrator can comment on 

his lack of knowledge. An intrusion in Old Man Goriot appears when the narrator 

declares that “[a] full explanation of how... generally on its last legs the furniture is, 

would require a description so lengthy it would delay the main interest of this story, 

something that those of you in a hurry would find unforgivable” (Balzac 8). The narrator 

explicitly says what he skips in his description and explicitly states his reasons for doing 

so. He is obliged to the reader and must avoid losing the reader's interest; it is the 

narrator's duty to keep the reader interested in the narrative. The narrator of The Red and 

the Black does the same: “though I fully intend to talk to you about the provinces for a 

couple hundred pages, I haven't the heart to subject you to the tedium and astute 

maneuvering of a provincial conversation” (Stendhal 17). Stendhal s narrator skips 

tedious description to ensure that he does not “bore the reader,” just like Balzac s narrator 

(201). Thus, it can be seen how each narrator is intrusive and how Gide plays with certain 

conventions. 

 Even though Gide's narrator shares the characteristic of intrusiveness with the 

other two narrators, Gide is still able to distinguish his narrator. Gide's narrator does not 

hide information as the other two narrators do and even admits that there are parts of the 

narrative he wants to skip but cannot. When Bernard first meets Laura, the narrator points 

to a “moment [where] there occurred a grotesque incident which [he] hesitates to relate” 

but he must relate it because it is “decisive of Laura and Bernard s relationship” (Gide 

129). It is clear that Balzac's and Stendhal's narrators can chose what they include in the 

narrative and that Gide's narrator must relay as much of the narrative as he can. While 

Stendhal's and Balzac's narrators are dedicated to the reader's entertainment and interest, 
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Gide's narrator is dedicated to the narrative. Everything in The Counterfeiters that can be 

relayed must be relayed in order to create a coherent narrative. 

 These intrusive narrators all point self-consciously to the fabrication of their 

narratives, in at least one of their intrusions. In The Counterfeiters, the narrator reveals 

that Passavant has a “secret reason” for becoming close to  incent and that “we shall try 

to discover” this reason “later on” (Gide 37). In this passage, the narrator alludes to the 

narrative by revealing how there will be predictable plot points later. In other words, 

there is a set path that the reader is going down and the narrator points to this fact. In Old 

Man Goriot, the narrator foregrounds the fabrication of the novel more overtly than 

Gide s narrator. In one address to the reader, Balzac s narrator says: “you... are holding 

this book” (Balzac 4). The narrator brings awareness of the physical book to the forefront 

of the reader's mind, thereby reminding us that the story is fabricated, written by the 

author. The narrator of The Red and the Black also points to the “pages” of the novel, 

revealing that the narrative is written and thus, fabricated (Stendhal 17). It seems that all 

three intrusive narrators, by stepping outside of the frame of the narrative, reveal the 

frame and bring to the reader's attention the fact that the novel is fabricated. Even so, 

Gide does not reveal his novel's frame as overtly as do Stendhal and Balzac. Gide is less 

concerned about bringing attention to the physical book than Stendhal and Balzac; by 

subtly revealing his novel's frame, Gide reveals his interest in the conventions of 

narratives. 

 Gide subtly highlights narrative conventions through his narrator's inconsistency 

as well. The narrator proves he has access to Bernard's mind after he describes Bernard 

leaving Olivier s house: “[o]ut at last!” (Gide 57). The narrator expresses Bernard s 
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thought and reveals that he has direct access to Bernard's mind. However, when the 

narrator describes the interactions between Edouard and Bernard, he reveals that he 

cannot always know the character s thoughts: they “didn t speak to each other much – a 

kind of strange inexplicable constraint weighed upon them.... (I confess I don't like the 

word  inexplicable  and use it only because I am momentarily at a loss)” (216). Gide s 

narrator does not know why Bernard and Edouard stop talking to one another, which 

reveals he cannot look into the characters' minds at this point. Gide changes his narrator's 

limitations throughout The Counterfeiters. This inconsistency calls into doubt the agency 

of the narrator. 

 Additionally, the reliability of Gide's and Stendhal's narrators can be put into 

doubt. Gide s narrator announces how Lilian, a friend of  incent and Passavant, “Irritates 

[him] rather when she puts on [an] affectation of childishness” (Gide 53). This expression 

of opinion creates doubt about the narrator's reliability because he judges the character, as 

a reader might. In the creation of this doubt, the narrator tries to create complicity with 

the reader, demonstrating his similarities with him/her. The reliability of Stendhal's 

narrator is more ambiguous than Gide's. After a scene where the Marquis' daughter 

Mathilde thinks about Julien and her relationship with him, Stendhal's narrator reveals 

“that Mathilde s reflections were not always so serious as the thoughts we here 

transcribe” (Stendhal 372). This passage can be seen as the narrator simply explaining his 

perspective, but it can also bring the narrator's reliability into question, Stendhal's 

narrator believes that his bias that “must be confessed” (372). Gide s narrator also makes 

this same type of confession to the reader. Both narrators are transparent in their 

narration; both confess their biases in order to inform the reader of them, explaining how 
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their perspective colors the narrative. With the narrators' biases revealed, the reader can 

find the narrators' biases and understand that the narrators' perspectives and emotions 

have colored the narrative. These preemptive confessions encourage the reader to trust 

the narrators, who are making themselves transparent. 

 

Readerly and Writerly Texts 

 In this section, I will be examining all three novels in the light of Barthes's 

concepts of readerly and writerly texts. In S/Z, Barthes explains that every novel can fit 

into the category ofeither readerly or writerly and that each text creates a distinct role for 

its reader. The readerly text places its reader into an inactive role or “a kind of idleness”: 

many interpretations of the text are already given to the reader (Barthes 4). The writerly 

text places its reader into the active role of writer. While not literally writing the text, the 

reader is the creator of interpretations, making their own meaning for the text. While 

writerly texts are not “hard” to find, readerly texts “make up the enormous mass of our 

literature” and are normally considered “classic text[s]” or canonical works (5, 5, 4). 

Readerly texts separate the reader from the author, resulting in a reduced number of 

interpretations of the text. The writerly text, on the other hand, is a text that “is a 

perpetual present” and its reader can always interpret the text in a new way (5). Barthes 

compares each interpretation to an “entrance” into the text and sees each “entrance” as a 

different interpretation of the text, and the writerly text has an infinite number of 

“entrances” (5). While the writerly text can constantly be re-written, Richard Howard 

points out that it “can become [a] readerly” text (xi). The reader has access to all 

“entrances,” but each entrance has its own limitations. If a reader goes only through the 
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“entrances” they know, even the writerly text will become a readerly one. In a writerly 

text, however, a reader can always return to the beginning and find a new “entrance.” 

From this definition of Barthes's concept, it is clear that Old Man Goriot and The Red and 

the Black are readerly. However, Stendhal's novel has writerly moments while Balzac's 

novel does not. The Counterfeiters, on the other hand, is primarily a writerly text, even 

though it does exhibit some readerly qualities. 

In examiningOld Man Goriot,I will not how the use of dramatic irony and 

theatrical metaphors proves that the novel isreaderly, placing the reader in a restricted 

role. Unlike Old Man Goriot,The Red and the Blackcontains writerly moments; 

Stendhal's narrator presents alternatives to Julien's narrative and reveals how these 

alternative narratives might arise. In these passages, where the reader is supplied with 

alternative narratives, he/she can expand on Julien’s character. While these writerly 

moments exist, Stendhal's novel is readerly overall. A metaphor that compares the reader 

to a traveler also reveals the reader's restricted position in Stendhal's novel. The 

Counterfeiters does not create a separation between author and reader. This lack of 

separation can be seen when a new narrator, who exhibits similarities with Gide, the 

author, appears in The Counterfeiters. A metaphor that echoes The Red and the Black, 

comparing the reader to a traveler, brings together author and reader. The reader is able to 

experience the text in a more direct way than a readerly text because of the narrative's 

structure. The reader is the only constant in Gide's novel, has considerable scope for 

interpretation, and may have as much authority as the narrator or author. 

 Balzac'sOld Man Goriot can be seen as a readerly text by the novel's narrative 

strategy. Early in the novel, the narrator explains that Madame de Beauséant, Rastignac's 
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cousin, and “the most famous and wealthy Portuguese nobleman” in Paris have an 

intimate relationship (Balzac 61). However, the narrator then reveals that this man is 

“about to be married” and that everyone in Parisian society knows “about the wedding, 

except for one person... Madame de Beauséant” (61-62). In this passage, the narrator 

creates dramatic irony, and one can see how there is no interpretation that can change 

how the events will unfold. In other words, the reader must interpret the nobleman's 

betrayal and deceit as negative actions, making Balzac's novel readerly. 

 The reader of a readerly text cannot take an active role; in Old Man Goriot, the 

reader is treated as a spectator. The story of each character is a “tragedy” that is “either 

fully played-out, or in progress” (Balzac 11). By describing characters as tragic figures, 

Balzac characterizes his narrative as a theatrical performance. This characterization is 

emphasized when characters are described as having “cues” and “exit speech[es]” (54). 

The reader can only passively watch narrative events unfold and play out before him/her, 

and this forced passivity causes Old Man Goriot to be a readerly text. The reader, as 

spectator, has a limited number of “entrances” that he/she can use to “gain access to” the 

readerly text (Barthes 5). In Old Man Goriot, the reader can only take a passive stance in 

his/her interpretation; the novel does not allow any other stance. 

 There is one moment in Balzac’s novel where the narrator does not claim 

authorship of the narrative or attribute the creation of the narrative to Balzac. This 

moment could appear to be writerly. The narrator announces that “[w]ithout 

Rastignac s… entry into the most exclusive Parisian society” the novel “would not have 

been painted in such true colours,” and Rastignac must be thanked and given credit for 

the creation of Old Man Goriot (Balzac 10). This remark claims that a character within 
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the novel is the source of the novel, making it seem as though the reader and Balzac may 

not be separatedby their roles. The reader, as an observer, takes a passive role in the 

narrative; Balzac could be seen as just a recorder of Rastignac's actions, taking a passive 

role in the creation of the narrative. However, Balzac's role is active, and the narrator 

assumes the readers will “blam[e] their insensitivity firmly on the author, accusing him of 

exaggerating, pointing the finger at his feverish imagination” (4). This passage reveals 

that Balzac takes an active role in the narrative, coloring it with his “imagination.” The 

text also assumes the behavior of the reader, predicting he/she will “blame” the author for 

his/her lack of satisfaction. This is characteristic of a readerly text that forces its reader to 

merely “accept or reject the text” (Barthes 4). Old Man Goriot's reader can either fulfill 

the text's prediction or not: the reader's role is restricted in the text. 

 Unlike Goriot, The Red and the Black does have writerly qualities while still 

being a readerly novel. There are points where Stendhal's narrator will announce an 

alternative outcome or pathway for Julien: “[a] young man brought up among the sad 

truths of Parisian society would at this point in his story have been woken up by cold 

irony” (Stendhal 81). In these moments, the narrator indirectly reveals unseen aspects of 

Julien’s character. In other words, the narrator reveals Julien s potential to behave in the 

way described. When the reader sees Julien's hidden potential, he/she is able to “write” 

Julien’s character and further expand on it, making these moments writerly.  owever, 

these moments are relatively rare in the novel, demonstrating that Barthes's categories for 

texts are not mutually exclusive. 

 One metaphor characterizes The Red and the Black as a readerly text. The narrator 

says: the “total boredom of the life led by Julien, without real interests, will no doubt be 
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shared by the reader. These are the flat lands of our journey”(Stendhal 432). This 

metaphor places the reader into the role of follower. The reader is assumed to feel what 

Julien feels, forcing him/her to go down a set path. By describing this path as a “flat 

land,” the narrator creates a traveler who cannot see past the horizon and cannot see 

where the path ends. This position results in a reader who must “appreciate” the 

interpretations that “constitute” The Red and the Black (Barthes 5). The reader lacks the 

perspective that reveals the entire landscape of the novel. There are many aspects of the 

novel, but the reader is only privy to a limited number of them and can only make limited 

interpretations. 

 In The Counterfeiters, the chapter “The Author Reviews his Characters” employs 

a narrative strategy not used in Old Man Goriot or The Red and the Black. The narrator of 

this chapter is identified as “author,” although it is not clear if this narrator is “new” or if 

it is the established narrator presenting himself in a new way. Certain parallels between 

this chapter's narrator and Gide cause us to identify the narrator with Gide. The narrator 

mentions a “note-book” where there is “a sentence or two in which [he] [has] written 

down what [he] thought of [Bernard] some time ago” (Gide 220). While writing his 

novel, Gide kept the Journalof The Counterfeiters where he recorded his thoughts and 

ideas about the novel. Many of the entries in his Journal are about his characters. The 

chapter's narrator reveals that he has journal entries about Bernard and this revelation 

causes this narrator to resemble Gide. While it is clear that Gide creates resemblance with 

this narrator through their similar writing habits, one cannot claim that the chapter's 

narrator is Gide, causing the author-narrator to reveal more “entrances” in The 

Counterfeiters. The reader is able to explore the author's role in detail. 
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 This author-narrator reveals that the author does not have any more control than 

the reader over the narrative. The narrator believes that Bernard took “Olivier s place 

beside Edouard” and there are no “constraint[s]” on Lilian or  incent (Gide 221). These 

statements reveal that Olivier and Bernard's plots are in conflict – they are in the wrong 

roles – and that the author has no control over Lilian's or Vincent's actions, making it 

seem as though the author has no control over his characters. This lack of agency could 

illuminate Gide's experience while writing his Counterfeiters, but our conceptions of an 

author suggests that Gide has agency over his characters. However, by changing this 

appearance within the novel, Gide blurs fiction and reality. In doing so, the narrator gives 

the impression that Gide is a readerly writer; he has as little control as the reader. There is 

no “divorce” between author and reader, making The Counterfeiters a writerly text 

(Barthes 4). The reader, in his/her position within The Counterfeiters, can begin the 

“practice” of writing, as Barthes says (4). Because the author has no control over the 

characters, the author cannot establish a preset meaning for his characters' actions. Thus, 

the reader is able to interpret the novel in the same way an author can. 

  The author-narrator presents a metaphor that can be seen as an interpretation of 

the reader of a writerly text. He starts his chapter with a metaphor that echoes Stendhal, 

comparing the author to a traveler: “[t]he traveller, having reached the top of the hill, sits 

down and looks about him before continuing his journey, which henceforward lies all 

downhill” (Gide 219). While the narrator in Stendhal s novel describes the reader of a 

readerly text as a traveler on the flatlands with limited perspective, the chapter's narrator 

compares the author to someone on a journey,who has an overview of the narrative and 

able to see how the rest of the narrative will unfold. However, there is another layer to 
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this metaphor that describes the reader of a writerly text: the reader is taken on this 

journey as well. Because the reader and author have the same perspective and agency, the 

reader too sits atop the hill, allowing him/her access to almost of the novel's entrances. 

Another way the reader accesses the novel's entrances is through the text's 

“production” of the narrative in the reader (Barthes 6). This “production” can be seen 

when Bernard reads Edouard’s journals. In a diary entry, Edouard describes his 

interactions with a young boy, and realizes that the boy is his half-nephew Georges. As 

Bernard reads this passage, his “heart… jump[s]” (Gide 89). Up until this point in the 

chapter, the reader has been reading Edouard’s journals; the narrator's voice is absent. 

But at this moment, Bernard is surprised and stops reading Edouard's journals; thus, the 

narrator takes a moment to describe Bernard, and just like Bernard, the reader is forced to 

stop reading Edouard's journals as well: the reader's experience is parallel to Bernard's. 

This parallel experience allows the reader to make his/her own interpretation of the text 

without the interpretation supplied by the narrator. The narrative is producing an 

experience, not just describing it. Thus, the reader becomes “a producer of the text,” 

making his/her own interpretations about Bernard's experience, an experience the reader 

shares (Barthes 4). 

 owever, Gide’s novel is not completely writerly; there are readerly moments 

within the narrative. The narrator says: “let us follow [ incent]” (Gide 37). The narrator 

is guiding the reader through the narrative, demonstrating the readerly qualities of the 

text. The reader is not producing anything and becomes a product of the narrative: a 

follower. This mode is not The Counterfeiters' dominant mode, but it does reveal that 

literature cannot completely avoid having readerly qualities. 
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Another characteristic of the writerly text is the suspension of the narrative. This 

suspension occurs when there is no action within the text itself, but when the reader can 

act. This suspension can be seen when Bernard is in the middle of reading Edouard’s 

journals. Between one chapter consisting of Edouard's journals and another chapter 

consisting of the same, there is a pause where the narrator says: “[w]ell, we must go on. 

All this that I have been saying is only to put a little air between the pages of this journal. 

Now that Bernard has got his breath back again, we will return to it. He once more dives 

into the pages” (Gide 115). The suspension of the narrative occurs not because anything 

happens, but because the narrator wants to remind the reader of his existence by creating 

space in the narrative. The “air between the pages,” when Bernard pauses from reading, 

allows the reader of The Counterfeiters a moment to predict what comes next instead of 

experiencing Bernard's action. While the narrator is guiding the reader into a moment of 

suspension, the narrator is not constraining the reader: he/she has few restraints in his/her 

interpretation. 

 Suspension characterizes the end of The Counterfeiters as well. The narrator 

disappears right before the final chapter and one of Edouard's journal entries ends the 

novel. There is no action in the last chapter because Edouard is reflecting on past events 

in his journal entry. While it seems like action is taking place in the narrative, the action 

has already passed for the characters and is being recounted by Edouard. The reader is 

left at the end of the novel without a guide and with no direction. Gide intended for his 

novel to “end sharply, not through exhaustion of the subject, which must give the 

impression of inexhaustibility” (Gide 449). The novel does not end with a conventional 

sense of closure but with the appearance of a narrative that can be continued. Edouard's 
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last statement is that he is “curious to meet Caloub,” Bernard s younger brother, ending 

the novel with the potential for a new narrative (397). Thus, it is possible that the reader 

could continue the narrative; the novel has trained the reader to see further than the 

present, allowing him/her to carry out the rest of the narrative. Gide's novel does seem 

not to end at the last chapter, leaving the reader to his/her own interpretation and perhaps 

speculations about future events. 

 It is clear that the narrator is a tool of the author to direct the reader, and it appears 

that Gide understands this. The Counterfeiters' narrator brings up many questions about 

the narrative, considering that he is neither omnipresent nor omniscient. Old Man 

Goriot's and The Red and the Black's narrators do not create these questions about the 

events because they clearly present everything about the narrative that the reader needs to 

know, in their judgment. Gide's narrator, except in how he presents his opinions of 

characters, is distinct from Stendhal's and Balzac's narrators. The Red and the Black and 

Old Man Goriot do not create independent readers. As a readerly text, Balzac makes the 

reader a spectator who watches the Parisian tragedy play out before him/her. Stendhal, 

also, does not give his reader very much freedom in his/her interpretations, even though 

he does give him/her writerly moments. The reader of The Counterfeiters is on an equal 

footing with the author, able to create his/her own meaning for most of the text. Even 

when the text ends, the reader could feasibly continue the narrative though his/her own 

interpretations or inventions. 
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Conclusion 

 

 In this thesis, I have read The Counterfeiters against the nineteenth-century realist 

novels Old Man Goriot and The Red and the Black, to which Gide alludes to through 

Bernard and Edouard. In my first chapter, I observed Bernard as Bildungsroman 

protagonist, contrasting his narrative against the narratives of Rastignac and Julien. Many 

of Bernard's plots follow the trajectory of Julien's and Rastignac's plots; however, Gide 

creates these similarities only in order to frustrate the reader's expectations and create a 

self-conscious novel. In my second chapter, I examined Edouard as a novelist and as a 

diarist, contrasting his approaches to writing with Balzac's and Stendhal's. In trying to 

write a completely untraditional novel, Edouard reveals his failures as a novelist. His 

successes as a writer are found only in his journals; however, Edouard writes a portion of 

a novel unbeknownst to himself because Gide makes Edouard’s journals a part of his 

own, successful novel The Counterfeiters. In my third chapter, I characterized Gide's 

narrator by comparing him with Stendhal's and Balzac's, discovering how Gide's narrator 

creates an untraditional narrative by avoiding conventional narrative strategies. Then I 

examined all three novels through Barthes's lens of readerly and writerly texts, 

concluding that Old Man Goriot is completely readerly, that The Red and the Black is 

dominantly readerly with writerly moments, and that The Counterfeiters is prevailingly 

writerly with rare readerly moments. 

 Gide's Counterfeiters, as a novel rich with complex intertextual references, can be 

profitably read against many other works of fiction. While I have looked only at The 

Counterfeiters' relationship to realism, another nineteenth-century literary movement, 
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French romanticism, is referenced when Gide's characters travel to the Swiss Alps. In 

romanticism, the Alps embody the “sublime,” an idealized nature to which the romantics 

wanted to return. Gide, on the other hand, represents the mountains as cold and sterile 

through the lack of action during his characters' visit to the Alps and Edouard's discussion 

of his theoretical novel. In the Alps, The Counterfeiters' narrative is filled with analysis 

and barely any of the characters discuss the mountains as environment. Gide uses a 

romantic symbol in order to create difference with the romantics: Gide is moving past 

their conventions. 

 The Alps have very little importance in The Counterfeiters; however, Thomas 

Mann's 1924 novel The Magic Mountain puts much more emphasis on the mountains 

than does Gide.Mann finished The Magic Mountain one year before Gide published The 

Counterfeiters, and there are obvious similarities between the two novels. Mann's novel 

is a Bildungsroman, following the main character Hans Castorp, and most of the narrative 

takes place in a sanatorium high up in the Swiss Alps. Even though Gide does not focus 

on the Alps as environment, both his and Mann's characters have intellectual discussions 

on the Alps. Through these discussions, disease, time, and music become major themes in 

The Magic Mountain:the Alps serve a similar purpose in both novels. Mann, just like 

Gide, creates an unconventional Bildungsromanby makingHans' development a non-

linear process.  ans’ maturing process arises from his past and present collide and 

because his conscious and unconscious meld together: Mann questions the truth of linear 

development.Reading Mann's novel against Gide's would be a fruitful endeavor and 

could illuminate how both authors play with the Bildungsroman as a genre. 
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 Gide’s predecessors and contemporaries are not the only novelists whose works 

shed light on The Counterfeiters. The playful and experimental use of the narrator in 

Gide’s novel prefigures intrusive narrators in many postmodern novels. An example of 

this intrusion can be seen in John Fowles' 1969 novel The French Lieutenant's Woman. 

“Who is Sarah?” that narrator asks at the end of chapter twelve, and the intrusive author 

responds in chapter thirteen (Fowles 94). Fowles' author-narrator directly comments on 

the narrative and makes many of the same claims as Gide's author-narrator, exclaiming 

that he has no control over his characters. Additionally, Fowles' author-narrator discusses 

authors and authorship more directly than Gide, even referencing modern authors and 

thinkers by name, such as Barthes; byhaving so many similarities, The Counterfeiters 

could very profitably be read against Fowles' novel. 

 André Gide's experimental novel, as a precursor to the self-reflexive and literarily 

self-conscious postmodern novel, is concerned with novels and draws many connections 

with other works. While the novel encourages the creation of these connections, the 

intrusive nature of The Counterfeiters offers many other opportunities for comparison 

with other works from many periods of time. Even though Gide’s novel has been studied 

by many other scholars, there are many aspects of the novel that can still be explored. 

There is no single analysis that can completely unravel The Counterfeiters.
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